The size of the production __ is determined by budget and complexity
An "__" film is created without the support of a major studio
The production crew captures all the __ and images needed
They make big bucks being on screen, especially the famous ones
A film with a large __ can make or break a movie studio
A __ defines the story that will be told in the movie
The __ director auditions actors for roles in the movie
The director and others may view __ of the day’s shooting
Some movies are now being produced with __ movie cameras
Process by which the filmed images are combined to tell the story
Some special __ are filmed, others are added in post-production
CGI stands for Computer Generated __
The production __ handles cost, schedule and other business aspects
Previews, posters, websites and press kits __ the movie
The last decade has seen an increase in CGI and __ movies
Sets, props and __ help the actors portray the characters convincingly
The __ instructs the crew and actors as to how the shot should look
The __ schedule determines who needs to be where on a given day
Major studios are in Hollywood and __, based in Mumbai, India
In pre-__, the locations, sets, schedule and other plans are made
The composer, sound designer, mixer, and editor contribute to the __
Claymation is type of __-__ animated moviemaking
The __ now exists for low budget films to be created on a home PC
The set design, art, and effects __ create the imagery for filming
Phases: __, pre-production, production, post-production, distribution
Films may be __ to theaters or directly to video or DVD
Fantastic CGI images are added after actors are filmed using a __ __
A __ identifies each scene and synchronizes the soundtrack
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